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The main observation

We noted during the course of a different study that the speed of a motion stimulus appeared slower
if one was engaged in the activity of walking. We set out to test this observation and confirmed it, as

reported here.



 Methods
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE - Experiments consisted of ten blocks, each consisting of nine 10
s trials, with a 5 s blank interval between trials.  At the beginning of each block subjects were shown
the stimulus (one of four possible types, see Fig. 2) at a given target speed, and in the subsequent test
trials they were required to match the speed to the target by adjusting a hand-held knob. The subject
remained standing while viewing the target stimulus. But while making the settings the subject either
stood (control) or walked (forward or backward) according to written instructions displayed on the
screen at the beginning of each trial: ‘very slow,’ ‘slow,’ ‘normal,’ ‘fast,’ ‘very fast,’ ‘fast back,’
‘slow back’ or ‘stand.’ Walking speed and visual test speed settings were averaged over the last 5 s
of each trial.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental set-up consisted
of a large rear-projected image (90
deg x 75 deg) in front of a non-
motorised treadmill upon which the
subject could walk at their chosen
pace and direction.

Figure 1



VISUAL STIMULI - The stimuli consisted of an
expanding or contracting tunnel; downward drifting
grating; anti-clockwise cartwheel; or flashing tunnel
(not shown). The flashing tunnel was identical to a
static tunnel with tunnel elements varying in brightness
sinusoidally from zero luminance. The arrows denote
the motion axes of the stimuli.

Figure 2



Results
The results showed an increase in matched visual speed settings with increased walking speed. This
effect did not depend on either the direction of walking or on the direction of the visual stimulus (see
Fig. 3). The strength of the effect was, however, affected by the type of stimulus used (see Fig. 4);
the apparent speed of the flashing tunnel (having no motion components) remaining unaffected by
walking.

Figure 3

Results for subject AT showing the effect of walking speed on matched optical flow speed settings
for the expanding or contracting tunnel, with either forward or backward walking.
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Figure 4

Results for subject AT showing the effect of walking speed on matched optical flow settings for
different stimuli. Target speeds were: tunnel: 3.2 deg/sec at mid hemifield; grating: 3.2 deg/sec at
fixation point; cartwheel: 1/5 revolutions/sec; flashing tunnel: 2Hz.

The strength of the effect for subject AT the expanding
tunnel stimulus, as measured by the slope of the linear
best-fit curve of matched optic flow speed plotted against
forward walking velocity for seven target speeds: 2, 3.5, 5,
6.5, 8, 9.5, and 12 cm/s.

Figure 5
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Conclusions

Walking speed affects visual speed perception, such that motion is underestimated progressively as
walking speed increases. The mechanism(s) responsible respond equally to walking in either
direction, and likewise make no distinction between opposite stimulus directions. The response is to
motion per se rather than a space-time construct, as shown by the absence of an effect of walking on
the flashing tunnel matches. The strength of the effect appears to be related to the similarity of the
stimulus to true optic flow, i.e. tunnel>grating>cartwheel. The strength of the effect is also
proportional to the target velocity, suggesting a ratiometric alteration of visual perception by
activity.

These observations suggest that visual perception is altered by general motor activity, perhaps due to
alterations in a central pattern generator. A mechanism acting in series with a visual filter for optical
flow would account for the result.

[See also Poster B16: Distler, Pelah, Bell & Thurrell “The perception of
absolute speed during self-motion”]


